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The aim of this paper is to show the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
for a class of nonlinear multivelocity neutron transport equations and to 
present a method for the determination of the solution. A recursion formula 
for the construction of a solution by the method of successive approximations 
and an error estimate for approximate solutions are given. Both global and 
local solutions are discussed. The conditions imposed on the nonlinear equation 
are directly applicable to the linear multivelocity transport problem, and a 
recursion formula for this system is also given. In the process of approximations, 
only successive integrations are involved. This fact indicates a promising 
possibility for the calculation of numerical results by using a computer. A 
brief discussion of this possibility and the applicability of the results on non- 
linear problems are included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The mathematical structure of the time-dependent transport problem has 
been investigated both for one-velocity and for multivelocity case (cf. [l]-[6]). 
In most cases in the literature, only linear transport equations are considered 
and the construction of a solution requires extensive spectral analysis on the 
linearized Boltzmann operator. The mathematical problem of multivelocity 
neutron transport is to determine a solution of the following integro- 
differential equation 
under some specified boundary and initial conditions, where D, is a bounded 
domain of the m-dimensional Euclidean space R” and D, is the unit sphere in 
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RR" (m = 1, 2,...,). In (l.O), ni = n,(t, X, Q) is the density of the i-th velocity 
group neutrons with speed cui (wi > 0), ,Zi E J$(t, X, Q) is the total cross- 
section with respect to velocity group i, cij = c&t, X, Q, Q’) is associated with 
all the processes that lead to the transfer of neutrons from the j-th velocity 
group to the i-th velocity group, and qi E qi(t, x, s2) is the source function. 
In a previous paper [7] the author discussed the existence and uniqueness 
problem for a class of one-velocity nonlinear transport equations by using 
some results on nonlinear evolution equations. However from practical point 
of view it is more desirable to have a direct method for the determination of 
a solution. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the existence and uniqueness 
problem from one-velocity transport equation to multivelocity equations and 
to give a direct method for the construction of the solution. In order to achieve 
these goals we shall take a different approach to the problem without using 
the results on evolution equations. The significance of this new approach is 
that it gives not only a more direct proof of the existence and uniqueness 
problem but, more importantly, it leads to an explicit recursion formula for 
the construction of the solution by successive approximations. Moreover it 
also gives an error estimate for an approximate solution which is quite useful 
in practical applications. 
To include possible applications of nonlinear effect due to particle-particle 
interaction we consider a nonlinear version of the equation (1.0). Specifically, 
we consider the following system of integro-differential equations: 
?$ + v& * grad, ni + viui(t, x, Sz, n, ,..., n,) 
= vi 
J 
qyt, x, Q, Q’, n,(t, x, 9’) )...) n,(f, 2, -Q’>) da’ + qi(t, x, Q), 
D2 
(t E (0, Tl, x E 4 , Q E 41, i = 1, 2,...,p, (1.1) 
where oi and ais are, in general, nonlinear functions of the unknowns n, ,..., np . 
In addition, we consider the following boundary and initial conditions: 
n,(t, x, Q) = 0, (~E(O,T],XE~D,,~~L'<O) U.2) 
i = l,...,p. 
%(Ov x, Q, = 4i(x, Q), (xED~,QEW (1.3) 
where aD, is the boundary of D, and v is the outward unit normal vector on 
i?D, . The boundary condition (1.2) means that no neutrons enter the space 
domain Dl through the boundary surface aDI . 
In Section 2 we show the existence of a unique global solution to the 
problem (1. I)-( 1.3) in the -P-space. The existence of a local solution is 
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established in Section 3 under some weaker conditions. Based on the proof 
of the existence theorem we derive a recursion formula in Section 4 for the 
calculation of the solution by successive integrations. In addition we show, 
under some differentiability conditions on the prescribed functions, that each 
integration leads to an “approximate solution” in the classical sense. The 
case of the linear multivelocity transport problem is discussed in Section 5 
and a recursion formula for approximate solutions is also given. Finally in 
Section 6 we give a brief discussion on the applicability of the results for 
nonlinear equations to more realistic problems and on the possibility of 
numerical results for approximate solutions by using a computer. 
2. EXISTENCE OF GLOBAL SOLUTION 
Let D = D, x D, and let E = (0, T) x D where T > 0 is finite but 
arbitrary. We denote by L2(E) the space of all square Lebesgue integrable 
functions (in general, complex-valued) defined in E with the usual inner 
product and norm 
where dz = dt dx dQ. Let Z2(E) = L2(E) x *.’ x L2(E) (taken p-times) be 
the product space with the inner product and norm given by 
i=l 
where U = (ul ,..., us), W = (zq ,..., wD) with ui , wi ELM. Then J?‘“(E) 
is the Hilbert space of p-vector valued functions with components in P(E). 
Since it seems there is no confusion, we use the same inner product and norm 
notations for both L2(E) and P2(E). 
Let h be any real number. Assume that $i E C’(s,) and satisfies 
the boundary condition (1.2), where Cl(&) denotes the set of continuously 
differentiable functions on the closure Di of D, . Then by letting 
ui = e-ht(ni - &) the system (l.l)-( 1.3) is transformed to the form 
(auijat) + VJ2 . grad, ui + hui 
= (fi(“l T*-*P UP)) (4 XT -9 (2-l) 
U#, x, 9) = 0 (tE(O,T],xEaD,,v.SL<O) 
(i = l,..., p). 
V-2) 
Ui(O, x, 52) = 0 (xED,,GED~) (2.3) 
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where 
(f&l 1*-*, %J> 0, % Q) 
= -ViemAtUi(t, X, 52, &kl $- bl ,...) - ~,t?-"~i2 * grad, $i 
+ v,e-At *, [qqt, x, 52, Q’, I eAtul(t, x, Q) + f&(x, ii!‘) ,... )] dsZ’ 
+ e-%(‘i(t, 3, .n), (i = l,...,p). (2.4) 
Define operators Ai by 
AiUi = (hi/at) + V$ . grad, ui + AUK 
with domain II(&) given by 
6% E WiN (2.5) 
I&4,) = {ui ELM; ,Qui ELM and for each J2 E II2 , ui E Cr([O, T] x &). 
and satisfies (2.2), (2.3)). (2.6) 
Thus Ai is a linear operator with domain D(Ai) and range I&4,) both inP(E) 
It is easily seen that Ai is a densely defined closable operator in L2(E). We 
denote its closure by & . 
We next define an operator d in P(E) by 
sdu = (A,u, ,..., f&J, UJ = (% ,*a*, up> ED&q) 
D(d) = D(A;) x *-- x D(&). 
(2.7) 
Then &’ is a linear operator with domain and range both in g2(E). In fact, S? 
is a closed operator in 9(E). Assume that qi E La(E) and ui , uis are in La(E) 
and L2(E x D,), respectively, whenever u, ,..., u, are in L2(E). Then we may 
consider fi (given in (2.4)) as an operator on 92(E) into L2(E). Define 
(F(U))@, x, 0) = (fi(qt, 4 q,...,f,(qt, 4 .n)>, (U E eY2(E)). (2.8) 
Then F(U) is a (nonlinear) operator on S2(E) into itself. With these defini- 
tions the problem (2.1)-(2.3) becomes an operator equation 
dU = F(U), (U E %Qf)) (2.9) 
in the Hilbert space Z”(E). Hence it suffices to find a function U in D(d) 
satisfying (2.9). To accomplish this, we take any element U(o) in P”(E) and 
define a sequence ( Ufk)} successively by 
J&V”’ = F( CP1’), (U’k’ E D(d)) k = 1, 2,... . (2.10) 
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In terms of the original problem (2.1)-(2.3), Eqs. (2.10) are equivalent to the 
system 
(a@/&) + e+Q * grad, uy’ + h@) 
=fi(u~-l),..., up)) 
J”)(t x Q) = 0 
(i = l,..., p, k = 1, 2 ,.,. ). 
ui (0, x, 52) = 0: ?k) ’ ’ 
(tE(0, T],xEaD,,Y.Q<o) 
(XEDl,fJED2) (2.11) 
We shall show that Eqs. (2,lO) (or equivalently (2.11)) can be solved succes- 
sively for Vk) and under some conditions on ui , ais the sequence {I?“)} 
converges to the unique solution U of (2.9). The conditions we wish to impose 
on oi , uis are the following. 
(Hi) For each i, the functions (TV and uis are defined and in L2(E) 
whenever ni ,..., n, are inL2(E). 
(H,) There exists a real function pt(t, X, Sz) satisfying 
ess sup(pi(t, X, Q)) = k, < co (2.12) 
(t.xPm 
such that 
I ui(t, x, Q~ nl 3***9 np) - ui(t~ X, Q, n,‘,***, n,l)l 
G f-44 x, Q)(l n, - n,’ I + *** + I nz, - n,’ I), 
((6 x, Q) E E, nj , nj’ ELM), i = I, 2 ,..., $. (2.13) 
(Ha) There exists a real function piS(t, X, Sz, Q’) satisfying 
ess sup 
(S 
1 p#, x, s-2, Q’))2 & dsdj Es zi2 < co 
(hx)@,T)XD, D,xD, 
such that 
(2.14) 
/ ui”(t, x, Q, 9’, n1 ,..., n,) - uis(t, x, Q, U, n,‘,..., n,‘)] 
< pi?4 x, Q, Q’>(l n, - n,’ I + a-* + I n, - n,’ I), 
((t, X, !li?, ii”) E E X D, , nj , n,’ ELM), i= l,..., p. (2.15) 
Remark 2.1. If pI’ and pi8 are bounded functions then (2.12) and (2.14) 
hold. In particular, if ui and ui8 are linear in nl ,..., n, with bounded coefficients 
then (Hi)-(Ha) are fulfilled. 
An immediate consequence of the hypotheses (Hr)-(Ha) is the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (H&o-s) hold. Then 
IIVJ) -wm d 41 u - U’ll (U, U’ E P(E)) (2.16) 
where K = (p CB, vi2(ki + ZJ2)l/2. 
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Proof. From the definition of fi( U) in (2.4) and conditions (2.13) and 
(2.15) it is easily seen that 
IfdU) -fi(Wl < *tfJr(l *1 - *1’ I + **- + I *ll - %I I) 
+ *iJD2Pi8(l *1 - %'I + -.- + 1 u, - u,’ [) dQ (2.17) 
where U = (ul ,..., up), u’ = (u,‘,..., us’). By the Schwarz inequality a 
simple calculation shows that 
x, Q, L”) ( uj - uj’ 1 dQ’ ’ dz I 1 1’2 < zi 1) uj - Uj’ /I. (2.18) 
Thus from (2.17), (2.18), and (2.12) we have 
It follows from the definition of F( U) that 
IIF - F(U’)I( ,< lF2 1) u - ZJ’ 11 (2.19) 
which proves the lemma. 
We next establish some properties for the operators A, , L& and &‘. 
LEMMA 2.2. Given any h > 0 we have 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Moreover, the inverse operators Ail, &I, &-I exist on their respective domain 
R(A,), I?(,&), R(d) and satisfy 
II Ai1 II < A-l, [/ AT1 (1 ,( h-l, [I d-1 I! < /l-l. 
Proof. By definition, Aiui = au,/& + v&2 . grad, ui + Au, for ui E D(Ai). 
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Thus by using the divergence theorem and the initial condition ui(O, X, G) = 0 
we have 
= jE [-& (I ut 1”) + v&2 * grad,0 ui 1”) + 2h j ui 12] dt dx dQ 
- - jD 1 ui(T, x> G)i2 dx dQ + j,% s,, vi(v . Q) ) ui I2 dS dt dQ 
2 1 
+ 2h II ui I!' (2.22) 
where j ui I2 = uigi . The first integral on the right side of (2.22) is non- 
negative. Since on the surface aD, ui = 0 when v . Q < 0, the second 
integral is also nonnegative. Hence the first inequality in (2.20) follows from 
(2.22). For ui E D(,&) we choose a sequence {uk”‘} in D(A,) such that u!“’ ---f ui 
and A# ---f Aiui as K -+ 00 (in P(E)). Then from what has juk been 
proved for ~1”’ in D(&) we have 
Re(A.u. u .> = lim Re(A 123 z 
k+m 
This completes the proof of (2.20). From &U = (A+, ,..., aPuP) and 
Re(zzZU, U) = i Re(&z+ , uj) > h 2 11 uj jj2 = X 11 U \I2 
i=l j=l 
the inequality (2.21) follows. Finally the second part of the lemma follows 
from the relations 
II @‘UP II u/l > Re W’u, 0 >, 41 VI2 (U E D(d)) (2.23) 
and the similar expressions for Ai and /ii . This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Given any G = (g, ,...,g,) in LY2(B) there exists a unique 
u = (Ul )...) u,) in D(d) such that zIU = G. Moreover each ui is given by 
u,(t, x, Q) = j” e-A(t--7)gi(T, x - q(t - T) f2, a) dT, (i = I,..., p). (2.24) 
0 
Proof. The equation OelJ = G is equivalent to 
Aiui = gi (ui E D@)) i=l ,..., p. (2.25) 
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We first consider the case where gi E D(Ai) and find a function ui in D(Ai) 
satisfying (2.25). Specifically we find a solution of the equation 
(&,/at) + V& . grad, U( + hui = g, (2.26) 
subject to the boundary and initial conditions (2.2) and (2.3). To accomplish 
this we use the standard technique by introducing the new variable 
x’ = x - tviQ. Then Eq. (2.26) reduces to (cf. [I, p. 331) 
(duJdt)(t, x’ + tv&‘, f2) + h&, x’ + tv& Q) = g&, x’ + iv& Q). (2.27) 
Multiplication by em followed by integration from 0 to t and using (2.3) lead 
to 
d$(t, X’ + tv$, Q) = Iot e”‘gi(T, X' + 7Zl&‘n, Q) dT. 
Hence (2.24) follows by the substitution of x’ by x - tv&. To show us E D(Ai) 
we need only to check that ui satisfies (2.2) since all the other requirements 
in the definition of D(A,) are met. Define gi(t, x, J2) = 0 when x is outside 
of D, . Since for x E 80, and v . Q < 0 (i.e., Q is pointing inward to Dl) 
the point (x - vi(t - v-)Q) is outside Dl for each r E (0, t). Thus 
g(T, X - (t - T)V$2, Q) SE 0 f or r E (0, t). This shows that ui = 0 for x E aD, 
and v . Sz < 0, that is, ui satisfies (2.2). 
We next consider an arbitrary gi in L2(E). Since D(Ai) is dense in La(E) 
there exists a sequence {g:“‘} in D(AJ such that gj”’ -+ gi as K -+ co. From 
what has just been proved we have corresponding to each gjk) there is a 
solution uik) of Eq. (2.25). By Lemma 2.2 we may write uikt = A;lgj”’ 
(k = l,Z,I..). Since 
we see that {uj”)] is a Cauchy sequence and thus converges to an element Ui 
(say) in L2(E). But A,ui”) = gjk) and g:‘) + gi as k -+ co we have ui E D(Ai) 
and mui = g, . This proves the existence of a solution to (2.25). The unique- 
ness of uI follows from Lemma 2.2. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Remark 2.2. Equation (2.24) is the fundamental formula for the con- 
struction of the solution to (2.1~(2.3). From the proof of Lemma 2.3 we see 
that if g, E C1(DJ and is continuous in t on [0, T] then the solution ui given by 
(2.24) is in D(A,). This fact will be used for the calculation of an approximate 
solution in the classical sense. 
Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem on the existence of a 
unique global solution. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Assume that (Hi)-(Ha) hold. Tha given any qi in P(E), 
& in D(A,) the system (l.l)-(1.3) has a unique solution N = (n, ,..., n,) in 
pz(‘2(E). 
Proof. It suffices to show that (2.1)-(2.3) has a unique solution 
u = (ul )...) uJ in L?(E) for some real number h. To achieve this goal, we 
choose h > K, where K is the Lipschitz constant of F appeared in (2.16). Let 
w = (wl ,...) WJ E 9(E) be given and let 
f&P x, Q, q(t, x, q,..., wp(t, x, q = g,(t, x, Q), i = l,..., p. 
ThenF(W) = (g, ,..., gJ 5 G E g2(E). By Lemma 2.3 there exists U E D(d) 
such that &‘U = F(W) and by Lemma 2.2 we may write 
U = d-IF(W) (W E P(E)). (2.28) 
This shows that the operator (d-IF) is everywhere defined on T2(E). But by 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 given W, W’ in Z2(E) 
jl .J+F( W) - s@F(W’)II ,< X-l\] F(W) - F(W’)jj < h-lK/j W - W’ jj 
we see that (d-‘F) is a contraction mapping on p2(E). It follows from the 
contraction mapping theorem that there exists a unique fixed point U in 
9(E), that is, U = d-IF(U). This implies that U is in D(xz’) and 
dU = F(U), or equivalently, the components ui of U satisfy the problem 
(2.1)-(2.3). This proves the theorem. 
Remark 2.3. (a) In the special cases of one-velocity transport equation 
(i.e., p = 1) Theorem 2.1 extends a previous result in [7] (Theorem 3.1) in 
the sense that u1 , uis, and ql are allowed to be functions of t explicitly. The 
proof of Theorem 2.1 is simpler and is more direct than that given in [7]. 
(b) The arbitrariness of the value T implies that the solution N(t, X, 0) 
in Theorem 2.1 exists for all t E [0, 00) provided that the conditions in 
(HI)-(Ha) are satisfied for t E [0, co). 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 and the formula (2.24) in Lemma 2.3 we 
can construct the solution of (2.1)-(2.3) by the method of successive approxi- 
mations. Before giving a recipe for this purpose we give some weaker 
conditions on oi and uis for the existence of a “local solution” in the following 
section. 
3. EXISTENCE OF LOCAL SOLUTION AND CONTINUATION 
In the hypotheses (H,), (H ) d a , uE an uts are assumed to satisfy some global 
Lipschitz conditions. In this section we consider the case where oi and uis 
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satisfy some Lipschitz conditions only for N in some neighborhood of the 
origin in Z?2(E) and show that the problem (l.l)-(1.3) has a unique “local 
solution” N(t, X, Q) in the sense that N satisfies (1.1) for t in some subinterval 
of [0, T] in the space P(D). In addition we show that the local solution can be 
continued to the whole interval under some additional conditions. 
Let r > 0 be a real number and let B, = (N E g2(E); 1) N )I < r}. Assume 
that: 
(H4) For some r > 0, ui and uiS are inL2(E) whenever N = (n, ,..., n,) is 
in B, and the conditions (2.13), (2.15) hold for N, N’ in B, where pi , pkS 
satisfy (2.12), (2.14), respectively. 
As usual we let P2(0) E P(D) x ... x L2(D) (taken p-times) be the 
product Hilbert space with inner product and norm defined by 
(U, W), = i (ui , wj>D = i j- z+(x, .Q) tij(x, .n) dx dQ 
61 j=l D 
By letting @ = ($i ,...,$J we see from the above definition that II@ IID = 
(I& It A 1W2 = ~‘1~ II @ IL w h ere @ is considered as an element in P(O) 
as well as in S2(E). We recall that 11 . Ij always denotes the norm in Z2(E) or 
L2(E). 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (HJ holds. Then given any qi in L2(E), & in 
D(A<) with 11 @ (( < Y there exist a function N(t, x, J2) in B2(E) and an interval 
[0, To] such that N(t, x, Q) satisfies (l.l)-(1.3) in z2(0) for almost all t in 
[0, T,,]. If, in addition, 11 N(t)[i, < 11 d> [ID for all t in [0, T] then N(t, x, G) 
is the unique solution of (1. l)-( 1.3) in z2(E). 
Proof. We prove the theorem by using a similar technique used in [7]. 
Let R be the radial retraction mapping on g2(E) given by 
I 
N(t, x, 4 if /I Nil < y 
(R(N)) (t, x, Q) = 
r N(t, x, 52) 
(3.1) 
II NII 
if II Nl/ 3 r. 
Define an extension z’i on 9(E) by 
ei(t, x, L?, nl ,..., n,) = 4, x, Q, R, ,..., R,), (a, ,... , n, ELM), (3.2) 
where R(N) = (R, ,..., R,) with N = (n, ,..., nJ E Z2(E). Then R(N) E B, 
for all N E g2(E) and by (H,) for any N, N’ E Z2(E) 
I &(n, ,..., n,) - C&zl’,..., nt,‘)l < pi0 R, - 4’ I + ... + I R, - 4 I). 
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It is known (cf. [g]) that the retraction mapping R on a Hilbert space satisfies 
the condition j] R(N) - R(N’)jj Q jj N - N’ I). Hence 
Ii k(fl, ,-., n,) - qzl’,..., n,‘N < kiP211 R(N) - R(N’)ll 
< kipl121\ N - N’ 1’. (3.3) 
By defining a similar extension eis as in (3.2) and using (2.15) for N in B, we 
obtain as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 that 
’ III =, [c?& ,..., n,) - 6.is(nl’ ,..., n,‘)] d.Q’ 11 < lip1’2 /I N - N’ Ij . (3.4) 
Now consider the extended equations 
2 + v$ * grad, ni + &(n, ,..., n,) = j 6$(n, ,..., TZ,) dQ’ + qi (3.5) 
and the boundary and initial conditions (1.2), (1.3). Then the transformation 
ui = e-ht(n, - C#Q) sends (3.5), (1.2), and (1.3) into the form (2.1)-(2.3) with 
fi replaced by fi , where fi is given in (2.4) with oi , uis replaced by ai , (Tis, 
respectively. DefineP = (fl ,..., j,) and using (3.3), (3.4) the&satisfies (2.16). 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the system (3.5), (1.2), and (1.3) 
has a unique solution N(t, x, Q) in Z2(E). Since ei , e’is coincide with ai , uis 
respectively when NE B, we see that if 15 E B, then it is the solution of 
(l.l)-(1.3) in Z2(E). C onsider m(t) as an element in Z2(D) for each t. Then 
m(t) satisfies (3.5) for almost all t in [O, T] and /[ n(t) - @ llD -+ 0 as t + O+. 
This implies that // &f(t)\\, --f (1 @ jjD < T-li2r as t -+ O+. Therefore there 
exists T,, > 0 such that 11 m(t)ll, < T-li2r for almost all t in [0, To]. Define 
if t E LO, To1 
if t E [To, Tl. (3.6) 
Then 
II N II = [j” /I ~‘(t)ll”D dt + jr; II~(T,)/I; dt]1’2 
0 
< [(T-W) To + (T-lr2) (T - To)]“” f Y. 
Therefore N(t, x, Q) satisfies (1 .l)-( 1.3) in g2(0) for almost all t in [0, To]. 
Finally if II %>llD d II @ IID f or all t E [0, T], then (/ RI\ < j\ @ (1 < Y. It 
follows from (3.6) with T,, = T that N(t, x, Q) is the solution of (l.l)-(1.3) 
in _Ep2(E). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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As is well known in the theory of ordinary differential equations that local 
Lipschitz condition does not insure the existence of a solution on the whole 
interval under consideration. Thus in our more complicated problem some 
additional restrictions on ui , uis seem necessary for the continuation of a local 
solution to the whole interval [0, T]. F or simplicity we consider the case where 
ui = ai(t, x, 9, ni) and qi SE 0. In addition we make the following assumptions. 
(Hs) There exist nonnegative functions a(t), jl(t, Sz, Q) continuous in t 
such that for t E [0, T], x E Or , 9,9’ ED, and (( N (jn < YT-~/~, 
Re[%&t, X, 52, ni) > a(t) 1 ni I2 (3.7) 
(i = I,...,?). 
1 ujqt, x, 52, sd’, n, )..., n,>l < B(4 Q, 9’) (I n, I2 + *** + I np I”)“” (3.8) 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that qi E 0 and (HJ, (Hs) hold. rf 
/iI(t) E [s, xD 1 jl(t, .a, i-q2 df2dLy2 <p-%(t), (t E [O, T]). (3.9) a 8 
Then for any bi in D(A,) with 1) @/I < r the problem (l.lj41.3) has a unique 
solution N(t, x, Q) in LYE. Moreover I( N(t)llD < (I@ IID for all t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Let N(t, X, Q) be the solution of the extended problem (3.9, (1.2), 
(1.3) with qi = 0. Consider N(t) as an element in P(D) for each t in [0, T]. 
Then it is easily shown that 11 fl(t)l]n is differentiable and satisfies 
&II fl(t)lli = 2Re (7 , dm(t) N(t)) = 5 2Re (%jc, 4(t)). 
i=l 
(3.10) 
Define N(t) by (3.6), then by substituting dn,(t)/dt from (3.5) into (3.10) we 
obtain 
for almost all t in [0, To], where we have used (3.7). Notice that the interval 
[0, T,] can be extended for as long as jl N(t)ljD < rT-l12. As in the proof of 
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Lemma 2.2 the first integral in (3.11) is nonpositive. Since (3.8) holds for as 
long as /I N(t)[j, < rT-lj2 we have by the Schwarz inequality, 
KS 
Ui8 do’, ni 
4 )I D 
< ,@) 
[( 
J‘, $ I n,(t, x, G’)12 dQ’ ds)“’ (s, I n,(t, x, G’J2 d&2 dx)“‘] . 
f== 
(3.12) 
It follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that for as long as I/ N(t)llD < rT-112, 
2 II WG G -WI II Wll”D + w’2&t> II wilt 
= -2(01(t) - p2j(t)) // N(t)\k . 
Integration and using (3.9) lead to 
11 N(t)ib < exp [ - St (+) - $“‘“&)) ds] // @ jlD < 11 @ IID < YT-~‘~. 
0 
Therefore the interval [O, T,,] can be extended to [0, T] and thus N(t, X, 8) 
coincides with fl(t, X, s2) for all t in [0, T]. Moreover, ]J N Jj < I] @ jj < Y. This 
shows that NE B, so that N(t, x, Q) is the unique solution of the original 
problem (l.l)-(1.3) in Y2(E). 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTION BY SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS 
We have seen from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the operator (&-lF) is a 
contraction mapping on the space P(E). Thus given U(O) in 5??(E) the 
contraction property of (JzVF) insures that the sequence (P)} defined 
successively by 
UC”) = &-I$‘(;“(~“-1’) k = 1, 2,..., (4.1) 
409/44/3-14 
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converges to the unique solution U of the equation U = &01-lF(U). This 
shows that 
U’“’ E D(Jxq, U(k) ---f U and &U(li) --j F(U) as k -+ co. (4.2) 
The convergence of (Ulc) and (zZU(~)} is in the topology of Z2(E). By 
definition, Eq. (4.1) is equivalent to the system 
&a~’ =fi(uf-) ,..., z&l)) (k = 1, 2 ,..., i = I,..., p). (4.3) 
Thus the convergence relations in (4.2) become 
uk”) E D(&, z Jk) -+ u. z and A&’ -+fi(ul ,..., 24,) in L2(E) 
(4.4) 
where U’“’ = (u:“’ ,..., u:)), U = (or ,..., uJ. The closure property of A’,. 
insures that 
ui E D(a,) and 
Since by Lemma 2.3 with g,(t, x, J2) = fi(t, x, Q, $+l) ,..., ubk-l)) the 
solutions z@) of Eqs. (4.3) are given successively by 
~i(k’(t, X, Q) = S,t e-A(t-T)fi(Ujk-l),ea.y uF-~)) (T, x - vi(t - 7) 9, Q) dT 
(i = I,...,p) (4.6) 
wheref, is the known function given by (2.4) we see from (4.4), (4.5) that this 
sequence converges to the unique solution of the system (2.1)-(2.3) in Y2(E). 
In conclusion we have the following theorem concerning the construction of 
the solution of (2.1)-(2.3) (and thus of (1.1)-(1.3)). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that (Hi)-(Ha) hold und that qi ELM und 
q$ E D(A,). Then given any U(O) E 642(E) the sequence {U(k)) = {(@),..., z#> 
defined successively by (4.6) converges to a unique solution U = (ul ,,.., up) of 
the problem (2.1)-(2.3). Moreover 
11 U’“’ - u (I < K(h - K)-‘(K/A)k-1 (I U’l’ - U(O) 11 (k = 1, 2,...) (4.7) 
where K is given in Lemma 2.1 and X > K. If, in addition, Ui , a,*, qi , grad, q$ 
are continuously d@rentiuble in t, x, Us and if up E D(Ai), i, j = I,..., p then 
ujk) E D(Ai) for any k = 1, 2 ,..., . 
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Proof. The convergence of the sequence (U(“)) to a unique solution of 
(2.1)-(2.3) follows from the contraction mapping theorem. Since a contraction 
constant of (&-IF) is (K/h) the estimate (4.7) between the true solution and its 
k-th approximation follows from the standard argument of contractionmapping 
theorem. Finally if oi , ui8, qi , grad, & and u:“’ are continuously differentiable 
in (t, X) then so is fi(uio’ ,..., u!)) (t, X, Sz). Thus by (4.6) and Remark 2.2, 
~1’) E D(AJ for each i. Replacing uj”) by z@) we have ui2) E D(Ai) for each 
i. It follows by the same process that z@) ED(&) for every k = 1, 2,..., . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The significance of Theorem 4.1 is that it gives an explicit formula for 
the construction of the solution of (2.1)-(2.3) (and thus of (1 .l)-(1.3)) in 
terms of the prescribed functions ui , criS, qi and $$ by successive approxima- 
tions. In the process of approximations if the initial functions u:“’ are chosen 
to be continuously differentiable in t, x and satisfy the boundary and initial 
conditions then by Theorem 4.1, z@’ are also continuously differentiable and 
satisfy (2.2), (2.3) provided that ui , ais, qi , grad,+i are differentiable functions. 
Therefore the function 7P) = (@,..., u:‘) is an approximate solution in the 
classical sense. In the general case the true solution is not necessarily 
continuously differentiable in the usual sense. This is to be expected since we 
only assumed that ud , oiS and qi are in L2(E). Another useful aspect of 
Theorem 4.1 is that inequality (4.7) gives an error estimate between the true 
solution and an approximate solution and the accuracy of an approximate 
solution can be improved within any prescribed limit by taking more number 
of iterations. The process of the iterations involves only integrations which 
indicate a promising possibility for the calculation of numerical results by 
using a computer. 
It is seen from the contraction property of (&lF) that larger value of h 
makes the sequence {Uo)} converging to U faster than smaller value of X. This 
fact seems to be a temptation to choose a large value of h for the construction 
of an approximate solution. However, since our interest is to find the corre- 
sponding approximate solution N(k) of the original problem (l.l)-(1.3) 
which is given by 
N(“)(t, x, Q) = eAtU@)(t, x, Q) + @(X, Q) 
it is more desirable to choose small X. It can be shown under some additional 
conditions on ai , uiS that A may be chosen zero or even negative. 
In case ui and uIS satisfy only local Lipschitz conditions given in (H4) 
we may construct the solution 0 by using (4.6) withfi replaced by3< . Then 
N = eAtO + Cp is the unique “local solution” of (1 .l)-( 1.3) in JP(D). If 
the conditions in Theorem 3.2 hold then by choosing A = 0, iv is the unique 
solution in &9(E). 
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5. LINEAR TRANSPORT PROBLEM 
In the one or multivelocity transport problem the linear system (1.0) is of 
particular interest. Because of its wide applications in physical problems we 
deduce some of the results from the previous sections. Since no additional 
complication will arise we consider the following equations in slightly 
general form 
((t, x, Q) E E), i = l,...,p, (5.1) 
and the boundary and initial conditions (1.2), (1.3), where oij = cij(t, x, Q), 
qr = q$(t, X, sz> and cij = +(t, X, 52, L?‘) are, in general, complex-valued 
functions defined in E and E x D, , respectively. By the same transformation 
2~~ = e-“Y,ni - $3, Eq. (5.1) is transformed to 
(&d/at) + ~$2 * grad, Ed + hui = 6,(~, ,..., up), i = I,...,p, (5.2) 
where 
(bi(ul ,***, %>> (t, x9 Q> 
= - vi i (u~~(zQ + e-^“&)) (t, X, Q) + e-“t(v&2 * grad,& + qi) (t, X, Q) 
j-1 
+ Vi t1 lo, Cjj(t, x, Q, rn) (u&, x, 52’) + e-%(x~ m m* (5.3) 
The boundary and initial conditions (1.2), (1.3) become (2.2), (2.3). Based on 
the results of Theorem 2.1 we have 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that aii , cii (i, j = I,... , p) are essentially bounded 
in E and E x D, and that qi eL2(E), & E D(Aj). Then the linear problem (5.1), 
(1.2), (1.3) has a unique solution in S2(E). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 we need only to show that the hypotheses 
(H,)-(Ha) hold with ui = C,“=, uijnj , ~$8 = Cy=, cijnj . The hypothesis (H,) 
follows directly from the boundedness of uii , cii . By taking 
p&, x, Qn) = i I Q(C x2 J-41 , piyt, 3, Q, Q’) = i I c,,(t, x, Q’, J-u 
f=l j-1 
(5.4) 
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then pi , pis are essentially bounded and satisfy the conditions (2.13), (2.15). 
The condition (2.14) follows from the boundedness of D, . Therefore all the 
conditions in Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled and thus the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 then given any 
U(O) = (u:O),..., u’,“‘) in F(E) the sequence (U(“)} = {(u:“‘,..., u:))} defined 
successively by 
up)(t, x, Q) = j” e-A’t-T’bi(u~-l’,..., z$-~‘) (7, x - vUi(t - 7) Sz, Q) d7, 
0 
(i = l,...,p) (5.5) 
converges to the unique solution U = (ul ,.... up) of (5.2), (2.2), (2.3) and 
satis$es (4.7), where b,(u, ,..., us) is given by (5.3) and ki , li are determined 
from (2.12), (2.14) with pi , pi* given in (5.4). If, in addition, oij , cdj , qi and 
grad, (bi are in cl([O, T] x 8,) then by choosing each ui”’ in D(A,) the corre- 
sponding approximate solution uik) is in D(AJ for every k = 1, 2,..., . 
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 4.1. 
Remark 5.1. Various special cases can be deduced from the problem (5.1), 
(1.2), (1.3). The case of one-dimensional space domain (m = 1) was considered 
in [4], [9] where a,+ = 0 for i $1 j and aii , cii are assumed independent of Q. 
The one-group case (p = 1) was considered in [2], [6] and many others 
where Q and cll are assumed independent oft. Notice that our results include 
the case where the total cross section and the scattering cross-sections are 
energy dependent as well as time dependent. 
In order to include the possibility of certain singular kernels in the system 
(5.1), we weaken the conditions on cii as follows: 
(H,) For each (t, x) E (0, T) x D, the function cij(t, x, 52,Q’) (i,j = l,..., p) 
is square integrable in D, x D, and satisfies 
ess sup 
s 
j c&, x, Q, 9’)12 dL’ dL” < co. 
(~,~wuvq D,XD, 
P-6) 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume that uij is essentially bounded and (H,) holds. Then 
for any qi EL%(E), & E D(Ai) the linear problem (5.2), (2.1), (2.3) has a unique 
solution U = (ul ,..., u,) which can be obtainedfiom (5.5) by successive approxi- 
mations. Moreover inequality (4.7) holds. 
Proof. Define pi , pi8 by (5.4) it is easily seen that the hypotheses (I&)-(HJ 
hold. The results follow from Theorems 2.1 and 4.1. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is seen from the previous section that the global Lipschitz condition 
on ui , ois impose no difficulties when applied to the linear multivelocity 
neutron transport problem. However, these requirements exclude many 
important classes of nonlinear functions such as the class of polynomials in 
n, ,..., 71, . Consider, for example, the one-velocity case (p = 1). If ur is 
proportional to nr2 then condition (2.13) is satisfied only for finite values of n1 . 
In other words, the Lipschitz constant p1 depends on n, and is bounded only 
for bounded n, . This difficulty can be overcorned to some extent. To see this 
we define modifications &I for or such that Zr satisfies a Lipschitz condition 
for all n, , n2 E (-co, co). For example, we may define 
where M is any given constant satisfying M > sup{1 4(x, Q)(; (x, Q) E is>. A 
similar treatment may be used for o1 8. Then by the contraction principle it is 
seen from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the sequence {u:“‘> defined in (2.11) 
(where jr is defined in (2.4) with or , uls replaced by 4 ,&“) converges in 
P(E) to a unique solution G1(t, x, Sz) of the “modified problem” (2.1~(2.3). 
Here the domain off1 (and thus of &-'fJ is defined to be the set of all functions 
U, inLs(E) such that ) u1 / < cc. Hence we can obtain a solution r^ii(t, x, 52) to 
the “modified problem” (l.l)-(1.3) (with p = 1). Since G1 , ers coincide with 
o1 , ais, respectively, when ) fii j < M we conclude that fir is the solution of the 
original problem for as long as [ Z1 1 < M. Therefore it is possible to obtain 
a local solution u,(t, X, Q) on [0, ti] for some tl > 0. We next consider 
n,(t, , x, S) as the initial function in (1.3). Define modifications Gr , Gis in 
accordance with (6.1) except with M replaced by a larger constant Ml > M. 
Then by the preceeding argument the new modified problem (l.l)-( 1.3) 
has a unique solution fir’(t, x, Q) which is also the solution of the original 
problem for as long as / fii’(t, X, Q)/ < Ml . Since ) fii’(ti , X, Q)‘>i = 
I n& y X, s2)j < Ml there exists t, > t, such that fil’(t, X, Sz) is the solution 
of (l.l)-(1.3) for t E [tl , t2]. By the uniqueness property we obtain a solution 
n,(t, x, Q) on [0, t,]. This process can be repeated to obtain a solution 
n,(t, X, Q) for as long as / n,(t, X, Q)‘>i < 00. The multivelocity case can 
similarly be treated if ui , uis are bilinear forms of n, ,..., n, . 
The existence of a solution (in the classical sense) over any finite interval 
of time as well as the uniqueness, boundedness and positivity of the solution 
for a more general class of u functions will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 
Another aspect of practical interests concerning the results in the previous 
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sections is the calculation of approximate solutions by using the recursion 
formula (4.6) (and (5.5) for the linear case). From the convergence point of 
view, the choice of the initial functions u\‘),,.., u:) is immaterial. However, 
it may be quite important for the calculation of approximate solutions and 
their error estimates as can be seen from (4.7). Since the inhomogeneous 
term qi absorbs all possible terms which are independent of the nj’s, we may 
assume that oi , uis are equal to zero when n, = ... = n3, = 0. (This is the 
case physically). Thus a convenient choice of u:“’ is -e-““& . With this choice 
of u!“’ we obtain from the definition of fi , 
fi(U~‘,e.* , z$‘) (t, X, 0) = --vieVAtQ . grad,& + e--ht qi(t, x, Sz). 
Substitute the above function into (4.6) we can find $‘(t, X, Q). Knowing 
ZJ!~) and UP) for each i, a more definite error estimate for the succeeding % 
approximations is obtained from (4.7). The process of iterations can be 
continued by using (4.6) with fi given by (2.4). The calculations of fi and 
~4:“’ are straightforward. In performing these calculations, the functions 
f&p),..., $1) ) (; = 1, 2,...,) may become quite complicated when k is 
getting larger (k > 2) and thus the determination of the approximations u!“) 
may be tedious. In this situation, a computer program for the calculation of the 
functions fi and the integral in (4.6) for numerical results of ~1”’ is more 
imperative. Since the process of iterations involves only successive integra- 
tions, the programming of such a computer program is quite straightforward. 
In each iteration there are two integrations to be programmed. The first one 
is with respect to the velocity space domain for the function fi and the other is 
with respect to time for u!“‘. 
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